The NNGASU hostel regulations.
Extracts from general provisions.
1. General
The hostel regulations of Nizhny Novgorod State University of Architecture
and Civil Engineering (NNGASU) are the local norms act to be obligatory
observed by all hostel’s residents.
2. Room’s allocation procedure and lodging in
2.2. Lodging in is authorized by the head of the hostel in charge. For this
purpose passport, the health-state certificate, the dean’s office certificate and
permission for lodging in are required.
2.6. Payment for staying in the hostel is taken for the period of study and
vacations as well.
3. Admittance to the hostel
3.1. All residents are provided with the passes of the set form to be admitted to
the hostel. Handing over of passes is strictly prohibited. Unauthorized handing
over of the pass is sanctioned.
3.2. The residents must show the pass when they are entering the hostel.
3.4. The resident is responsible for the behavior of the invitees and their leaving
the hostel as prescribed.
3.5. The relatives of the residents may stay in the hostel within the time allowed
by the administration.
5. Obligations of the hostel’ residents
5.1. The residents of the NNGASU hostel are obliged:
- to observe the prescriptions of the rent agreement with the administration of the
NNGASU in the hostel;
- to submit the documents for registration in the place of staying in time and as
prescribed;
- to make the fixed payment for the hostel in time, for use of linen and bed-clothes
and for the additional chargeable services;
- to keep silence with staying in self-studying rooms, in recreation halls and
kitchens and do not obstruct others to use the above mentioned premises;
- to strictly follow safety and firefighting rules;
- to strictly follow the house hold electrical appliances manuals;
- to carefully handle the equipment, furniture and premises;
- to keep rooms and premises in order, to clean your living-rooms daily and kitchen
in schedule time;

- to compensate for the damages according to the rent agreement;
- to let the administration of the hostel to inspect the living-room, to check how
these rules are observed, whether all furniture safe and, if necessary, to do
maintenance and repair.
5.2. The residents of the hostel are prohibited:
- unauthorized moving from one room to another;
- unauthorized shifting of furniture from room to room;
- from 22.00 p.m. till 07.00 a.m. it is prohibited to produce noise by various
activities, which interfere with normal life of other residents; to keep the loudness
of TV-sets, radio-sets, tape recorders and other loud-speaking devices to the level,
disturbing the others residents;
- to smoke in the hostel premises;
- to allow unauthorized visitors stay overnight;
- to allow lodging to the residents from other rooms and other persons;
- to come to the hostel drunked, to drink alcohol, to keep alcohol, beer and other
drinks with alcohol content, to sell alcohol drinks and drugs;
- to install additional door-locks, fixed locks replacement or their modifications
without administration permission;
- to keep bulky things, obstructing other residents of the room.
10. Responsibility of hostel residents
for the internal rules infringement
10.2. The following sanctions may be imposed for the student’s nonobservance of the requirements of the routine rules:
- a report;
- a reprimand;
- termination of lodging;
- expel from the University with termination of rent agreement in the hostel (item 2
clause 105 of the Russian Federation Code of lodging).
10.3. Lodging may be terminated in the following cases:
- if living-room has been damaged by the residents or other persons they are
responsible for;
- if the residents refuse to undergo registration in the place of stay;
- if the residents systematically obstruct the rights and legal interests of neighbors,
what makes impossible sharing one and the same room;
- neglecting rent payments;
- if the residents are absent in the hostel without written note for more than a
month;
- if the residents stay in the hostel drunked or drug-abused;
- if the residents keep or distribute drugs.
10.4. Sanctions are ordered by the Rector of NNGASU.

